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1. Introduction – Hyperthermia therapy is a promising therapy for liver cancer treatment that utilizes

external electromagnetic waves to heat up the tumor zone to preferentially kill or minimize cancer

cells[1]. Nevertheless,it's a great challenge to realize localized heating of the cancer tissue without

harming the surrounding healthy tissue.  This research proposes to utilize nanoparticles as microwave

absorbers to enhance microwave imaging and achieve localized heating under microwave radiation for

hyperthermia therapy [2]

2. Experimental – A realistic 3D complex model consists of 4 different types of tissue (fat, bone, liver,

and tumor)  has been reconstructed from segmented CT images for a real patient  by using 3D Slicer

software platform was implemented, then exporting the obtained CAD model to Computer Simulation

Technology (CST STUDIO) simulation analysis software platform for applying the Finite Element

Method (FEM)[3] adaptive meshing optimization, next designing an antenna applicator by using Antenna

Magus antenna design software product , finally investigating both imaging and treatment capability, the

model was modified to add the silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) then, the model resimulated and the results

were recorded. We repeat this step by using gold nanoparticles (GNPs) to obtain the most perfect result

3. Results and Discussion - Firstly, The specific absorption rate (SAR) was computed in the model at

frequency 915 MHz, A centrally located region of SAR (0.063 W/kg) is observed.This SAR region

coincides with the tumor placed at the center of the liver model, then The SAR was recomputed in the

model after adding gold nanoparticles, The SAR value was (2W/Kg) This result shows a great

enhancement after adding GNPs

Finally, Two temperature monitors were used one was placed at the center of the tumor the other was

placed at 2 cm from the first monitor to record the temperature distribution in the human model obtained

from CST, without using nanoparticles the temperature reaches (38.3°C)   and  with different types of

nanoparticles such AgNPs it reaches (40.5°C) and when we use GNPs the temperature  reaches( 42.1°C)

which is achieving the localized hyperthermia

4. Conclusions - Silver nanoparticles can make a great enhancement in rising the temperatura However,

this result was  unsatisfactory and did not achieve the required temperature but, after adding gold

nanoparticls the temperature exceed 42°C which is achieving the hyperthermia treatmentand it also can

achive a great enhancement in  microwave imaging
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